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fish skin for consoles.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to improvements in a
splicing method and apparatus for thermoplastic bags in the field of bag manufacturing. 2.

Description of the Related Art Methods and apparatuses for manufacturing continuous thermoplastic
bags are known. Such methods and apparatuses produce bags in a continuous sequence of steps,
including bag-making, bag-opening, and bag-sealing. An exemplary known method and apparatus

for producing bags comprises a main manufacturing line for producing one bag of desired
configuration at a time, with the main manufacturing line being made up of a plurality of stations.
Open bags are produced in a station of the main manufacturing line (which shall be called a "bag

making" station hereinafter), followed by another station for closing the open bag. The bags are then
discharged or otherwise carried along to an outside station where they are subjected to a seaming
operation. An outside station is also made up of a plurality of stations, including an opening station,
a seaming station, and a cutting station. The seaming station is provided with a pair of forming rolls
for forming the bottom end of the open bag and a pair of tabulating rolls that form a tab along the
bottom of the bags. A sealing station is provided downstream of the seaming station to seal the
bottom edge of the open bag by heat-sealing. The cutting station cuts the opened bag into two

separate bags along a central fold. When the last bag of the line is produced, the separated bag at
the cutting station is transferred to a downstream continuous conveyor. If two bags are to be

continuous and
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